This study attempts to shed a great deal of light on the problem of contractor selection in the Egyptian infrastructure projects. This paper presents a comprehensive review of the available literature on contractor selection methods. Reviewing the literature we found that there are thirteen criteria that must be taken into consideration when evaluating the competition ability (i) Financial ;(ii) Health and Safety ;(iii) Technical; ;(iv) Quality;(v) Organization ;(vi) Relationship ;(vii) Past Experience ;(viii) Past Performance ;(ix) Resources ;(x) Environmental ;(xi) Management ; (xii) Present workload ;( (xiii) Tendering price. The thirteen criteria have twenty seven sub-criteria that are collected from previous studies that influence the competition ability. The objective of this research is to study the contractor selection process and to develop an expert system that aids in assessing contractor selection in infrastructure tenders in Egypt. Interviews with domain experts were arranged. The results of questionnaire surveys have been analyzed in order to extract the knowledge which subsequently used to develop the expert system for tenders` evaluation (ES-TE). The system was tested against three actual cases and it is found that the system is valid for assessing the contractor selection in infrastructure tenders in Egypt. Finally, the expert program facilitates contractor selection instead of human judgment.
INTRODUCTION
Contractor selection has been a much debated issue over the past ten years. Clients are most often constrained to select the lowest bidder by Egyptian law 89/1998. On the Other hand, it is indisputable that reliance on bid prices alone as the discriminating factor between bidders alone is quite risky and short-sighted, and may lead to the failure of the project in terms of poor contractor performance and prolonged construction duration. Therefore, choosing a competent construction contractor is one of the most important tasks faced by client that usually has a significant impact on the success of a project and the achievement of best value for money. This research aims to study the contractor selection process and to develop an expert system that aids in assessing contractor selection in infrastructure tenders in Egypt.
QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGN
The questionnaire is divided into three parts. The first part contained questions about construction firm for(firm type , firm experience , firm specialization), the second part included questions about the weight for Competition ability criteria and the third part include questions about degree of importance of the Competition ability sub-criteria based on their professional judgment on a given five points Likert-type scale ( where 1 = very low importance, 2= low importance, 3= medium importance,4=high importance,5=very high importance. At the end of each group of sub-criteria, the chance was given to respondents to add and rate any competition ability sub-criteria A total number of 38 questionnaires (where, the response rate was slowly in the beginning) were distributed on Egyptian construction companies during the period from March 2014 to August 2015 The distribution was carried out as following: 10 questionnaires were mailed and the rest were delivered personally. Throughout the interview the purpose of research and the main questions in the questionnaire have been explained. The questionnaires were filled by top and middle level managers, project managers. A total of 23 out of 38 questionnaires were returned and were ready to be analyzed. By using SPSS software V.16, the main statistical analysis was descriptive analysis.
Calculation of sub criteria Relative weight.
Twenty seven sub criteria are considered in the survey to determine the most important sub criteria in selecting contractors. By using SPSS software to provide mean score of criteria and sub criteria was determined in Table 1 which shows the most important sub criteria. The mean value of scores ranges from 3.30 Contract cost overruns to 4.52 QA/QC programs , also it can be noticed that there is a small standard deviation that ranges from 0.662 to 1.486 referring to the responses are clustered closely around the mean [10] . 
SYSTEM COMPONENTS
The system consists of five main components, which interact via a user interface that controls the connectivity among those components. The components are: System Input: it acquires project information (e.g., contractor selection criteria, tender law, etc.) which has great impact on contractor selection. Tender Attribute Module: it defines contractor selection criteria and their relevant sub-criteria in order to evaluate each bidder technically and financially and rank the bidders. Tender Procedure Module: it reviews the submitted tender documents from each bidder comply with tender law. This module interacts with the tender procedures stated in Egyptian law 89/1998, investment law 2010 and FIDIC tender procedure. Tender Analyzer Module: it analyzes the tender considering the information acquired in the tender procedure and attribute modules. This module presents a conclusion and illustrates the reasons that lead to the decision. System Output: it provides the assessment of the tender in a form of summary report. 6. Building Expert system tender evaluation ES-TE ES-TE was built utilizing JAVA programming language and MYSQL due to its simplicity in building either the system's screens or coding the rules (i.e., "if" condition). System's screens were designed to gather the session information from the system user. The input screens were divided into four groups: 1) "User Information" in which the user should provide the system with his personal information as well as user name, user company and user position. 2) "Project data" input screens in which the user would be asked to inform the system with the project name, description, bidders name, bidder price and tender law. 3) "Tender data" screen in which the user should answer some questions needed to evaluate the bidders. 4) "Tender Procedure Data" screen in which the user should inform the system regarding the procedure had been followed by tender committee in handling the tender documents. After designing the input screens, more than 257 IF-THEN rules had been developed in order to track all possible paths in the system. All the rules were linked with the output reporting module. The output screen provides the user with a summary report for the session conclusion.
ES-TE User Interfaces
System interfaces screens are designed in a way that allows its users to navigate the system in easy manner. Once ES-TE is activated, it provides different options allowing to start a new session or to open an existing one (previously analyzed and saved). To ensure completeness of required data, the system doesn't allow the user to move from screen to another before answering all questions stated in that screen. Full explanations for each designed interface screen are presented in the following sections. 
Information and Project Data
After start up screen (see Figure 1) . Then the program goes to the next window session information (first part). The user will enter user name, user Company, user position and tender reference (see Figure 2) . Then the program goes to the next window; session information (second part). In this window the user will enter bidders' names and tender description, bidder price in addition to identifying tender law (see Figure 3) . Figure 4) .
Financial aspects
Then the program goes to the next window; Financial aspects which used to enter status for current and fixed assets, status for liquidity, status for Annual turnover, status for balance sheet statement, status for Income statement, status for funds and status for bonds (see Figure 5 ).
Health and safety
Then the program goes to the next window; Health and safety. The user will enter number of accidents for the past 5 years, status for scaffolding protection, status for opening protection, status for first aid, status for personal protection, status for safety staff and status for tools & equipment protection (see Figure 6 ).
Technical aspects
Then the program goes to the next window; Technical aspects. In this window The user will enter status for construction steps, status for manpower needed, status for plant & equipment needed, status for materials needed, status for duration of activities, status for relationship between activities and status for Resources (see Figure 7) .
Quality
Then the program goes to the next window; quality. The user will enter status for quality of work on past projects, status for quality of workmanship, available of QA/QC program (Yes -no) and Available of Quality certificate (Yes. No) (see Figure 8 ).
Organization
Then the program goes to the next window organization. The user will enter status for number of departments and jobs and relationship between them, No. of contractor years in business and Contractor has an experience in the region (yes-No) (see Figure 9 ).
Relationship
Then the program goes to the next window relationship. The user will enter status of relationship with previous clients and status of relationship with previous designers (see Figure 10 ).
Past Experience
Then the program goes to the next window past experience. The user will enter no. of projects completed with the same type and no. of projects completed with the same size (see Figure 11 ).
Past Performance
Then the program goes to the next window Past performance. The user will enter no. of previous contracts failed to be completed, no. of contract time overruns, no. of contract cost overruns, no. of past claims submitted by contractor, no. of past claims submitted by contractor and approved, no. of past claims submitted against contractor and no. of past claims submitted against contractor and approved (see Figure 12 ).
Resources
Then the program goes to the next window resources. The user will enter the status for availability of first level supervisors, status for availability of skilled crafts, status for equipment Model-Make -capacity, percentage of owing equipment and status for adequate plant and equipment to do the work properly(see Figure 13 ).
Environmental aspects
Then the program goes to the next window Environmental aspects. The user will enter if the bidder provides environmental plan comply with Egyptian environmental law (yes or No) (see Figure 14) .
Management
Then the program goes to the next window management. The user will enter No. of years' Experience for technical staff, Status for Suitable Computer skill, Status for Suitable Language, Status for Suitable educational degree and Status for Suitable technical courses (see Figure 15) . 
Present workload
Then the program goes to the next window present workload. The user will enter no. of ongoing similar projects (see Figure 16 ). Then the user will do the same steps for contractor B, C, D. After present workload screen of contractor D the program will generate the following report.
ES-TE Output Reports for tender no. 1
Then the program goes to the next window summary report. The result of the contractor evaluation process shows that "Contractor A" is better than the others in the comparison of quality ranking also "Contractor A" is the best one in the price ranking. However, considering both non-price and price criteria, "Contractor A" is the winner (see Figure 17 ).
System validation
Validation can be defined as the process of making sure that the system operates as desired. Nosier (2007), Stated that validation is the process of making sure that the system has a proper level of reality [11] . To check the validity of the expert system, three construction tenders were selected for the purpose of implementing the system. After providing Technical criteria and bid price regarding the three cases study. The results of the three cases study implementation are shown in Tables 2, 3 There are some difference between expert system results and tender committee due to the following: 1 -Difference between weight of expert system criteria and weight of tender committee criteria. 2-There are many criteria in expert system not in tender committee criteria such as environmental
Conclusion
The system was tested against three actual cases and it is found that the system is valid for assessing the contractor selection in infrastructure tenders in Egypt. The most important criteria were tender price, past experience, resources, quality, past performance .financial and technical. The developed ES-TE is capable to provide comprehensive output reports in two forms: summary and reasoning reports. The reasoning report includes two main paragraphs; one of them rejected bidders the second is the requirement not submitted from the rejected bidder as per tender law .The summary report includes results regarding the bidders rank, total score, financial score and technical score. The feature of saving the information whether input or output in case of desire to apply any amendments or start new session. Easy using since it asks user questions and give user many answers and the user choose the suitable answer for each bidder. The benefits of the ES-TE program confirmed that the clients should have program to select the right contractor. The system helps the engineers who have limited experience in handling the contractor selection. Finally, the expert program facilitates contractor selection instead of human judgment.
